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Context
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Computing device hardware architectures are increasingly complex,
integrating feature rich chipset components with a high level of
connectivity. Furthermore, those connections often extend beyond the
boundary of the devices themselves. For example, USB-C or
thunderbolt now provide external plugged-in devices access to
resources (e.g. main memory) traditionally only accessible by built-in
chipset components.
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This creates security issues where rogue devices can be used to either
compromise the user’s system or extract some confidential data[2][4].
Current counter measures[3] include CPU features (such as IO/MMU,
PCIe ACS) to control access of the devices to certain resources.
However, these mechanisms are limited to coarse grain access control
policies allowing or denying complete communication between
components (e.g. a PCIe device can be prevented from accessing the
OS memory). For instance, such mechanisms cannot differentiate
between device functions when applying the policies. Some
countermeasures have been suggested to be implemented in the
system software[5][1] but such approach rely on the assumption that
the system software is not compromised. Furthermore, the system
software running on the device is often unable to protect or even
detect attacks occurring at the chipset level.

Objective
We want to explore the usage of a dedicated hardware component and
architecture on the device to detect and prevent such attacks while
giving the ability to apply more flexible security policies. We will
consider solutions with various trust models, including cases where
the system software is compromised. The student will be expected to:
• Survey the state of the art on attacks and counter measures in
this field.

• Identify a case study and focus on a connectivity protocol
(e.g. USB, PCI-e, etc.) for the given case study.
• Study security relevant details about configuration and
specification of such protocol.
• Design a hardware based approach to detect and prevent the
chosen class of attacks.
• Evaluate the feasibility of the approach by implementing a proof
of concept and validate its efficacy.
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